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These two albums are such beautiful gateway drugs into the world of Keith Jarrett's music. They're so simple
and direct. And there are so few of them. They're really the quintessential Keith Jarrett piano album. What I

really liked about it was that I didn't have to change the way I play. It wasn't a composition of my ideas,
more a marriage of my ideals with the music. It's a marriage that I hope to make again. I always write with

the music in mind. If I'm involved in a composition, and I feel there's someone else writing a melody, an
impetus for it, I'll start a riff. But I'll never run in with a melody and cut it up. And I don't think composers are
characters in films. Even if someone tells me he or she has written a piece of music, I see it more in terms of
The Mountain that he or she climbed. I believe in the great, great composers. I always want to find another
way to say what they say. I think, what's really special is the way they do what they do. It's not me, it's not

me, it's you. People think they can know what I'm about, because they think that they can really get inside a
language. They don't know that what I do, what I write, is a journey, a process, a state of being. I have no

theory. I'm not one of those people who thinks if they think they can understand, they can. My thoughts are
moving much too quickly. I first saw the Esbjorn Svensson Trio in 1987, when they played at Berklee for me;

my family lived at the time in the Boston area. I was immediately attracted to their unusual and musical
approach, and became acquainted with their records thereafter. I also became really fascinated with the
regular trio of bass, drums, and alto saxophone that Keith Jarrett formed in 1988. That group, which also

included pianist Peter Leitch and drummer Bobby Previte, was one of the most exciting combinations in jazz
at the time, and would stay together until 1993. I fell in love with the bassist/composer/bandleader as well as

his recordings, which have always been the center of my musical world. For those who knew me in high
school, I worked for many years in the music business, in sales and marketing, and I managed to remain in

contact with Keith during those years. When I decided to quit my day job to work full time in the record
business, I met Keith at the label and was able to give him a very good recommendation. That was my way
of saying to him, as it were, that I wanted to work with you if you ever became available. Our paths would
cross in many ways in the years to come, in places as far apart as Norway, the U.S., France, and Italy. A
series of personal and professional events brought us all together one day in April 1999, at the earliest

suggestion made to him by a mutual acquaintance. Over the years, we had spoken about numerous
occasions, and he had always envisioned us working together. Finally, it was time to do it. From Gagarins
Point of View is certainly a turning point in the Esbjrn Svensson Trios career. It provided them with clear
international recognition and preceded a decade of amazing new releases. We wanted to keep the music
flowing as much as possible. The strange title that Magnus had come up with also fitted in with it. Gagarin
was the first person who could ever see the earth from space. From up there in the loneliness, he had an

overview of everything that was happening below. We liked this idea, and felt it was working for the title and
the concept of the whole album. Esbjrn Svensson
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Thank you for visiting our website. Because you are using an old browser we can't give you the right
experience we want you to have on our website. Please update your current browser to a newer version or
think about using Google Chrome (free) or Mozilla Firefox (free). Why using a newer browser First of all for
your safety online, in the last years lots of security issues has been found in older browsers and these has
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been updated in newer versions. Also, the web is changing everyday, newer functions become available and
to use this you need to have a recent browser. I don't want to update You can use the website, but we can't
guarantee that you can use the website completely. Our advice is to update, for your safety. What versions
are supported by this website The website of ECM Records is available in the following browsers: Internet

Explorer (version 10 & 11), Microsoft Edge, Mozilla Firefox (version 20 or higher), Google Chrome (version 25
or higher), Opera (version 30 or higher). Keith Jarrett is one of the most influential pianists of all time,

particularly within the piano solo form. He is often defined as a piano virtuoso; that is another reason why
The Melody at Night, With You, long-considered to be Jarretts most intimate recording, is somewhat of an

anomaly within his decades-long discography. Recorded at his home at a time when he reportedly suffered
from chronic fatigue syndrome, this ECM release finds him searching for the emotional core of a number of

standards and lesser-known old-timey tunes by stripping them to their core and without resorting to dazzling
flourishes. A profoundly melancholic rendering of George and Ira Gershwins I Loves You, Porgy sets the tone,

and the tracklist also includes one original Jarrett song: Meditation. 5ec8ef588b
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